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ATRAMENTUM

Digital monotype serie: Ink, acrylic and oil paint on paper, photographed and printed out on  
UNI A4 paper, xerographic copy and scanned. 

The result of  this generative process it's a collection of  fine art digital monotypes, ready to  
press. Each copy of  this serie, printed by your own, will be unique and original in itself.

The design of  this opera involve the final printing process made by the user: the machinery  
involved will give the authorship of  the work, creating new and different nuances, through the quirks 
and limitations inherent to the printer utilised, like the qualities of  the toner and the differents possible  
papers used in the final printing process.





About the Author

Vincent Como is a visual artist. His work is rooted in Minimalism, Conceptual Art, and Color Field 
Painting with a specific focus toward Black. Como’s work employs the use of the black field as a 
meditation on the multifaceted associations of the color black; exploring the art object as a catalyst 
for the viewer’s experience. These works may at times refer to or suggest elements of Art History, 
Nihilism, the Occult, Astrophysics, or Human Psychology.

Black is pure as both subject and signifier: black as proprietary color/pigment - the mark used for 
description or obfuscation; black as darkness - the phenomena or event of light’s absence; black as 
matter - the physical manifestation of objecthood, including black holes and universal dark matter.
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